


what you want to do,”
“Luxury is attention to detail, originality,

exclusivity and above all, quality”



A  L U X U R I O U S  R E T R E A T



The Grandé has a plethora of projects that are aimed towards 

A REVOLUTION
IN LIVING



A BLUEPRINT
BUILT TO LAST

Spread over an area of approximately 5,500 sq. ft with ground plus 8 
floors, 80 luxury suites to accommodate a capacity of thousands, and 
incorporating world-class amenities; The Grandé Hotel, with its 
breath-taking exterior and stunning interior is designed to serve the global 
population with varying needs, and serves as a blueprint for modern and 
contemporary living in the heart of Pakistan.



A FUTURE-READY
LOCATION

Within a short period of time, Bahria Town has come a long way. Encapsulating numerous projects such as 
residential properties, mixed-purpose buildings, corporate offices, outlets, malls and many more; it has made a 
name for itself amongst the list of remarkable projects in Pakistan. After years of experience, Bahria Town Phase 
8 Rawalpindi was formed to further revolutionize and urbanize living standards in Pakistan – a vision in sync with 
that of Earthlink’s. Capturing this golden opportunity, The Grandé Hotel in Business District Bahria Town Phase 
VIII with its landmark-worthy and iconic architecture, is all set to become the ideal place for residence; and offers 
a multitude of remunerative investment opportunities.



IDEAL FOR 
RESIDENCE &
INVESTMENT



ELEGANT GOLD
SUITES

EXTRAVAGANT
PLATINUM SUITES

The Gold Suites are encapsulated in opulence, and are an example 
of what it truly feels like to live in a top-rated Hotel. The furnished 
suites with every desired facility and amenity are an invitation for 
the best living.

Live beyond the ordinary with The Grandé Hotel Platinum Suites. 
The expansive and contemporary suites for the affluent residents 
provide for a living that exceed standards, and incorporate features 
unlike ever seen before. 



GRANDÉ
BAZAAR





Wide halls with event management services

AMENITIES &
FEATURES

Spacious





CAFÉ
LAURENT
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